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As part of the decision on the best way to duplicate/update the Digital 

Continuum Receiver we have run some tests on computing speed of two typical micro¬ 

computers to see if the much higher cost of the HP9825A is justified.  The attached 

table shows the results. 

The HPL and BASIC languages are based on interpreter systems so program changes 

are very easy in both languages although HPL is slightly more cryptic. By their 

very nature, interpreters are relatively slow compared to precompiled FORTRAN or 

assembly systems as can be seen in the Cromemco BASIC & FORTRAN times. However, 

FORTRAN program changes are more tedious because the edited text must be compiled 

and linked every time a change is made. On the Cromemco single disk system this 

took a few minutes. 

Also attached to this note is a list of computing times for a bench mark pro¬ 

gram composed by John Granlund and run on a vider variety of calculating machines. 

The HP9825A is still the fastest interpreter based system that we have tried. 

The Modcomp/BASIC time in John's table shows that going to a bigger machine won't 

help the speed of an interpreter much.  The only way to really speed up the DCR 

would be to go to a compiler system on a 16-bit machine. 



Integration times of 0.1s to 0.2s are possible with the HP9825A for 2 to 4 

channel systems without too many bells and whistles such as AT rms. With more 

software and display features the integraiton times are typically 0.3s to 0.4s 

which are adequate for most continuum work. Four channel, 0.1s integration ob¬ 

serving could be handled with a stripped-down HPL program which does a mininum 

amount of arithmetic on the data. The Apple and Z-80/BASIC systems would be too 

slow for the DCR. 

Attachment: 
Table:  Function execution times in long loops 

for several microcomputers, R. Fisher. 
Comparison of Computation Times, J. Granlund. 
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TABLE:  FUNCTION EXECUTION TIMES IN LONG LOOPS FOR SEVERAL MICROCOMPUTERS 
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